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Background 
 Implementing a meaningful and effective health 
and sexuality curriculum is a major challenge for 
public high schools due to the difficulties in engaging 
students in sensitive and highly personal topics.  
 
 The AmeriCorps Community HealthCorps program 
at the Institute for Family Health hosts educators 
who engage adolescents in progressive sexual health 
education to reach students in the classroom, in the 
lunchroom and after school.  
 
  A new partnership with the SexEd Project from 
the New School offers students an opportunity to 
explore the intersections of artistic expression and 
messages of health and sexuality.  

Design & Intervention 
 HealthCorps members lead an eight-week in-class health education 

curriculum to introduce students to the SBHC and provide general health 
education for adolescents. Topics include consent, contraception, healthy 
relationships, stress management and healthy eating in New York City.   

  
 For all curriculum, pre and post tests are given to students to assess the 

students’ current understanding of health topics and how they retain that 
information over time.  

Pre and Post Test Results 

Conclusions 
 Using a sexual health curriculum that puts discussion 

and hands on activities as primary goals may 
improve adolescent understanding of health 
information.  

 
 Joint collaboration with the SexEd Project creates an 
opportunity for greater learning, provides a  means of 
exploration and self-expression., and engages students 
in a innovative and meaningful way about sexual 
health. 

Setting & Participants 
The School Based Health Center (SBHC) at 
Washington Irving Campus serves over 2000 students 
in 7 high schools, ranging in age from 5-19. Students 
from the following high schools participated in this 
curriculum: Washington Irving High School, High 
School for Language and Diplomacy, International 
High School and Academy for Software Engineering. 

 In addition to in-class education, the New School’s SexEd project uses an 
art-inspired community-based sex education curriculum to teach about 
health through student art. SexEd develops art projects that encourage 
students to explore topics beyond traditional reproductive health classes: 
gender identity; consent beyond yes or no, and the complexities of 
pleasure. 

Special thanks to Liz Slagus and Noreen Leddy at the New School. 

Figure 3. Assessing student learning after the safe sex topic 
with the Academy for Software Engineering.  Students 
improved their knowledge in several categories including 
correct condom use and being able to name at least three 
methods of hormonal birth control. 

Figure 4. SexEd 
professors 
leading an after 
school discussion 
on gender 
identity and 
consent. 

Figure 1. A lunchroom art project on coping mechanisms for stress. 

Figure 2. An afterschool art project discussing the meaning of consent by the SexEd 
Project. Students explored messages of consent though text and images and designed 
buttons asserting their own interpretations of consent.   
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